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Thermaltake Tt e SPORTS
Ventus X RGB 12000 DPI
16.8 Million Color Dual-

Zone RGB Pixart PMW-3360
Software Performance

Monitoring Optical Gaming
Mouse

Special Price

$35.49 was

$49.99
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Short Description

The VENTUS X Optical RGB gaming mouse comes packed with the latest tech to meet the needs of hardcore
gaming enthusiasts. At the heart, a powerful PIXART PMW-3360 optical engine powers the mouse with up to
12,000 DPI options. The addition of a two zone 16.8 million RGB color illumination in both static and pulse
lighting effects adds stunning color to your gaming experience coupled with an innovative aerodynamically
inspired design airflow ventilation system to provide enhanced cooling during your gaming sessions.
Additionally the use of both an ARM 32BIT controller and OMRON 20-million click rated switches provide
lightning fast responses and durability when you need it most.

Description

The VENTUS X Optical RGB gaming mouse comes packed with the latest tech to meet the needs of hardcore
gaming enthusiasts. At the heart, a powerful PIXART PMW-3360 optical engine powers the mouse with up to
12,000 DPI options. The addition of a two zone 16.8 million RGB color illumination in both static and pulse
lighting effects adds stunning color to your gaming experience coupled with an innovative aerodynamically
inspired design airflow ventilation system to provide enhanced cooling during your gaming sessions.
Additionally the use of both an ARM 32BIT controller and OMRON 20-million click rated switches provide
lightning fast responses and durability when you need it most.

Features

Tt eSPORTS PLUS+ PC Software Support
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Tt eSPORTS Plus+ is a software made for the Tt eSPORTS SMART SERIES that offers a user-friendly UI to
record and display gaming performance. It records gamers’ performance statistics to the Tt eSPORTS PLUS+
application, breaking them down by distance, clicks, actions per minute, and lift-off. In addition, the Tt
eSPORTS PLUS+ COMMUNITY & Data Management Platform further analyzes your stats, compares your
usage with pro players and enables you to challenge your friends to mouse usage competitions. The Tt
eSPORTS PLUS+ application is currently available for download on PC device.

RGB ILLUMINATION 16.8 MILLION COLORS
Add extra mood to all intense gaming sessions by adding RGB illumination with 16.8 million color options on
2 separate zones with stunning static, pulse and spectrum running lighting effects.

AERODYNAMICALLY INSPRIRED DESIGN
Aerodynamic honeycomb design with smart ergonomic construction enables the smooth passage of airflow
from hand-to-mouse during gameplay; and creates an environment of breathability for enhanced movement
and comfort during use, especially during periods extended gameplay.

POWERFUL PIXART PMW-3360 OPTICAL SENSOR UP TO 12,000 DPI
The VENTUS X optical RGB gaming mouse offers up to 12,000 DPI that can be adjusted on-the-fly to allow you
to move with precision and pinpoint accuracy during gameplay.

ARM BASED 32 BIT MICROCONTROLLER
Powered by an ARM 32 bit microcontroller, the VENTUS X optical RGB provides lightning-fast processing
power and speed to handle the most demanding of calculations, without compromising valuable computer
resources.

ENHANCED 20 MILLION CLICKS OMROM ENGINEERED SWITCHES
The use of high quality OMRON switches provide a truly enhanced tactile response from each click; and with
a 20 million click lifecycle, the VENTUS X optical RGB gaming mouse plans to compete as long as you do.

POWERFUL CUSTOMIZATION CONTROL
The VENTUS X optical RGB mouse is built for those looking for customization. It’s built with 256kb onboard
memory and 6 programmable that can store up to 5 profiles for macro, DPI and lighting effect adjustment,
which allows for easy to use plug and play convenience for different systems. Save and recall your favorite
settings in an instant.

SPECIAL ADVANCED MATTE COATING
Specially advanced coated material covers each zone of the VENTUS X optical RGB for improved comfort and
durability, whilst creating a perfect balance between the areas required for essential grip, and areas for soft
touch during your gaming sessions.

ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT SYSTEM
Get your mouse feeling the way you want. With a fully adjustable in-built weight system you can customize
the VENTUS X Optical RGB mouse to have the perfect feel in your hand - allowing you to concentrate on your
game better than ever before.

NEW GAMING SOFTWARE
Configure macro keys, advanced performance and lighting options with easy to use software

Specifications

Dimension 128.8 x 71 x 42.6 mm
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Color Black

Shape Ergonomic design

No. of Buttons 6

No. of Macro Keys 30

No. of Game Profiles 5

USB cable length 1.8m

Omron Switches 20 Million click lifecycle

Weight-In Design 4.5G * 3 Weights (Removable)

Graphical UI Tt eSPORTS Command Center

Gold-Plated USB Yes

LIGHT COLOR 16.8 Million RGB Colors

LIGHTING EFFECT Static , Pulse , Spectrum Running

Sensor Name PIXART PMW-3360

Sensor Type Optical

DPI 12000 DPI

Default DPI 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 5000

IPS 250

ACCELERATION 50g

Polling Rate 1000Hz, 500Hz, 250Hz, or 125Hz (1ms, 2ms, 4ms or 8ms).
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Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU MO-VXO-WDOOBK-01-D

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

LED Color RGB

Mouse DPI 12000

Special Price $35.49


